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POWDER HANDLING | DIE SELECTION

lee Universal  
Charging Die 
foR PRogReSSive PReSSeS onLy. 
Automatically charges most cases.  
The die includes the connecting rod and 
adaptors to actuate the measure with the 
case. The measure is positively reset for 
the next charge when the press ram is fully 
lowered. Also included are drop tubes for 
most rifle and pistol cartridges from the 
380 ACP to the 300 Win. Magnum. This die 
does not expand the case neck.
 90273 25.98

Powder funnel

A large, unbreakable  funnel that fits 
all cases from .22 to .45  caliber. Hole 
in flange permits mounting to  the 
Lee Turret Press, shelf or bench.
90190      3.50

lee Powder Measure Kit

Fifteen uniformly graduated and pro-
portioned powder dippers. Slide card 
shows the grains of powder each 
measure will dispense of every type of 
powder. Powder measures are inher-
ently safe as they cannot get out of 
adjustment. That’s why powder dippers 
continue to be the first choice of reload-
ers who load in small quantities.
90100     12.98

The first step in selecting a die set for a cartridge 
is to know where and for what purpose the ammo is to be used.

For rIFLe
lee pacesetter dies and rGB series 
Use these dies if you want to produce factory-
dimensioned ammo that reliably fits and 
feeds in any gun. They are the first choice 
for semi-auto actions. fuLL-Length Sizing 
is a must if you are reloading for more than 
one firearm or reloading cases that were 
fired in others firearms. PaceSetter  3-die 
SetS include the Lee factory crimP die. 
  lee collet neck sizinG dies 
Use these dies for best accuracy, longest case 
life and no resizing lubricant. Only the neck of 
the case is resized. The body is untouched so 
it retains the perfect fit to your guns chamber. 
Cases should have been fired in your firearm 
only and reloaded rounds are intended for use 
in just one firearm. These dies are the favorite 
of the bench rest crowd as there is no other die 
that can produce a more accurate cartridge.
  If you intend to reload cases fired in 
others guns, or you are reloading for more 
than one gun select the deluxe rifle die 
set. The deLuxe Set includes a full length 
resizing die that allows you to restore any 
case to factory original dimensions so that 
you can fire form in your gun and then reload 
using the superior coLLet neck Sizing die.
  The lee rifle factory crimp die 
is the only effective way to crimp bottle neck 
rifle cartridges. This important step should 

be performed on all loads used for hunt-
ing. Applying a Factory crimp will always 
improve the utility of the cartridge and in most 
cases it will also improve the accuracy. 

For HANdgUN
All lee handGun dies feature a carbide 
Sizing die. Carbide dies are simply the best way 
to resize straight walled handgun cartridges. 

The standard three die set  
works fine when using a quality controlled 
source of brass like cases fired only in your 
gun. More care is required when adjusting 
the bullet seat and crimp die as seating 
and crimping occur simultaneously.
 
Select the deluxe pistol die set when 
using mixed range brass or brass that was fired 
in others guns. the deLuxe Set includes the 
carbide factory crimP die. This die allows 
you to separate bullet seating from the crimp-
ing operation. It makes setup much easier 
and the die has the added feature of a carbide 
resizer that does a finishing sizing pass on the 
completed round. This final sizing guarantees 
that any case that passes through the die 
will freely and reliably chamber in any gun.

SElECTInG THE RIGHT dIE SET foR youR nEEdS  




